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SAP on Google Cloud

Accelerate Innovation with SAP on Google Cloud
For over 35 years, Atos and SAP have been driving business transformation and digitizing applications for the enterprise. With our joint 
expertise, there is no one better positioned than Atos to drive intelligent enterprise transformation on Google Cloud.

.With the SAP migration deadline approaching and the implementation rate increasing, more companies are realizing the benefits of a digital 
enterprise core with SAP and non-SAP workloads. Atos helps SAP customers simplify their transition to the Google Cloud to drive agility, 
e�iciency, cost savings, and ultimately increase the pace of innovation.

Enable Continuous Innovation with SAP on Google Cloud

Expertise

SAP on Google Cloud

Case Studies

Melitta: 

Implementation of SAP 

S/4HANA hosted on Google 

Cloud Platform providing the 

cloud hosting and OCM 

services.

Global Automobile 

Manufacturer: 

Partnered with Atos to migrate 

SAP BW on HANA and Solution 

Manager landscapes to GCP, as 

their existing infrastructure was 

end of life.

Assessment1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Atos supports customers through every stage of the SAP to Google Cloud transformation, from 
assessment through driving innovation with analytics and ML/AI. 

2- 6 week assessment  based on use cases such as cloud journey, S/4 HANA 

transformation roadmap, process mining, and PoVs for conversion, 

implementation, and user experience.

Transformation Simplified transformation to S/4 approach with packaged modules to cater to 

customer needs. 

Cloud Migrate & Run Migrate SAP workloads to Google Cloud using automation and accelerators to 

improve the speed of provisioning and migration while reducing cost.

Analytics Transformation to serverless architecture enhanced with rapid deployment 

SAP analytics accelerators, including SAP integration with BigQuery for better 

business insights with AI/ML capabilities

Apps Management Next generation SAP Application Management supported by automation and 

AI/ML using the Atos SAFe platform to increase e�iciency and reduce cost.

Atos Digital Platforms for SAP

2. 3.

Experience basic cloud benefits including 

scalability, elasticity, and total cost of ownership.

ROI
Increasing 
return on 
investment 

Digital Transformation
Increasing agility, speed to outcomes and new experiences

Utilizing serverless, microservices architecture to 

build data analytics by integrating SAP and 

non-SAP data sources using AI/ML capabilities.

Leverage advanced capabilities for Automation 

(Platform  Provisioning), Availability (Live 

Migration), Performance Management, and 

Flexible Commercial Models.

SAP Workloads
(ECC, S/4HANA, etc)

SAP Workloads
(ECC, S/4HANA, etc)

Hybrid

Multi 
Cloud

ML / AIBigQuery

SAP 

Other 
Data 

Sources

Trusted Partner for your Digital Journey



 Common Drivers

Get started  SAP to Cloud Assessment in which Atos will de�ne a cloud 

strategy and provide a roadmap. This o�er is free of charge and only takes 1 

week.*

*Timeline and cost are subject to change, depending on the level of complexity.

Improving security postures

•
•
•

Google Cloud is the preferred cloud partner for Atos in all SAP engagements.

Dedicated Global SAP Google Cloud Task Force comprised of industry-leading experts. 

Launch partner of the SAP Cloud Acceleration Program (CAP) helping customers simplify migration to the cloud.

Atos SAP on Google Cloud Co-Innovation Initiatives:

SAP Analytics Accelerators: Rapid Deployment Templates for SAP Analytics in BigQuery

Provide Bare Metal as a Service for various workloads 

Co-innovation around SAP automation and operations

Maven Wave / Atos Di�erence

Getting Started Contact

Henrik Wagner

VP, SAP, Digital & Cloud 

Services

602-432-8159

henrik.wagner@atos.net

Customer Bene�ts

Data center closure, tech infrastructure 
refresh, or contracts renewal

Business drivers, including mergers and 
acquisitions, creating requirements for new 
SAP functionality or greenfield projects

Service improvement and experience

Overall TCO (CapEx vs OpEx)

Risk Management

Zero-downtime infrastructure maintenance

Continuity

Business critical systems run continuously 

and economically at all times

Agility

Deploy faster with automated templates

Insights

Combine and analyze data from SAP and 

other sources in BigQuery

Innovation

Allows you to focus on driving innovation 

for the business, not infrastructure

TCO

Improve overall TCO through Cloud Native 

tools and flexible commercial models

SAP on Google Cloud

Accelerate Innovation with SAP on Google Cloud

Trusted Partner for your Digital Journey


